Abstract

The relationship of aristocratic women, the state, and the polity in late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century Great Britain has been the subject of several recent works, but scholars have paid less attention the formidable opposition these women sometimes faced. A revealing episode can be found in the activities of Sarah Sophia Villiers, fifth countess of Jersey (1785-1867) during the infamous "Queen Caroline affair" of 1820-1821. Lady Jersey became the most prominent female supporter of Queen Caroline, King George IV's estranged wife, but her partisan Whig politics made her the object of attack by the loyalist or ministerial press, particularly by John Bull, the most successful and widely circulated contemporary loyalist newspaper.
Lady Jersey's behavior, including her libel suit against John Bull, in which she charged the newspaper with attacking her honor, demonstrates the interactions of gender, class, and party politics. The episode also shows how political opponents manipulated the notion of separate spheres in an effort to undermine the legitimacy of aristocratic female political activities. This article thus advances scholars' understanding of women's involvement in politics in late-Georgian Great Britain, sheds new light on the Queen Caroline affair, raises questions about the meaning of female honor, and places the concept of separate spheres into a partisan political context.
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The relationship of aristocratic women, the state, and the polity in late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth-century Great Britain has been the subject of several recent works, but scholars have paid less attention the formidable opposition these women sometimes faced. A revealing episode can be found in the activities of Sarah Sophia Villiers, fifth countess of Jersey (1785–1867) during the infamous “Queen Caroline affair” of 1820–1821. Lady Jersey became the most prominent female supporter of Queen Caroline, King George IV’s estranged wife, but her partisan Whig politics made her the object of attack by the loyalist or ministerial press, particularly by John Bull, the most successful and widely circulated contemporary loyalist newspaper. Lady Jersey’s behavior, including her libel suit against John Bull, in which she charged the newspaper with attacking her honor, demonstrates the interactions of gender, class, and party politics. The episode also shows how political opponents manipulated the notion of separate spheres in an effort to undermine the legitimacy of aristocratic female political activities. This article thus advances scholars’ understanding of women’s involvement in politics in late-Georgian Great Britain, sheds new light on the Queen Caroline affair, raises questions about the meaning of female honor, and places the concept of separate spheres into a partisan political context.

Recent scholarship has documented more extensive involvement by aristocratic women in late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century British politics than previously thought. Because national and local politics were still broadly a social activity and a family business of the country’s elite, women in these families assumed myriad political duties, from canvassing elections and allocating patronage to serving as political hostesses and political negotiators. Although unable to vote or serve in Parliament, they were active throughout the electoral process and had such broad and varied political experiences that we have been advised to avoid the now-battered concept of “separate spheres” and remember that elite women were socialized to engage in public affairs. While acknowledging that gender and class worked together to give aristocratic women greater access to the political world, historians have
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